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Fig. 1. Selected topic flows of VisWeek publication data with thread weaving patterns related to primary keywords “graph” and
“document” (All keywords overlaid on the threads are manually labeled).

Abstract—Understanding how topics evolve in text data is an important and challenging task. Although much work has been devoted
to topic analysis, the study of topic evolution has largely been limited to individual topics. In this paper, we introduce TextFlow, a
seamless integration of visualization and topic mining techniques, for analyzing various evolution patterns that emerge from multiple
topics. We first extend an existing analysis technique to extract three-level features: the topic evolution trend, the critical event, and
the keyword correlation. Then a coherent visualization that consists of three new visual components is designed to convey complex
relationships between them. Through interaction, the topic mining model and visualization can communicate with each other to help
users refine the analysis result and gain insights into the data progressively. Finally, two case studies are conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness and usefulness of TextFlow in helping users understand the major topic evolution patterns in time-varying text data.

Index Terms—Text visualization, Topic evolution, Hierarchical Dirichlet process, Critical event.

1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding topic evolution in large text collections is important to
many people, such as politicians, business professionals, and schol-
ars. First, it can help them keep abreast of hot, new, and intertwining
topics in their related fields, over time. Second, they could quickly
gain insight into the latent topics, so that they can make proper judge-
ments and take further actions. However, analyzing how and why top-
ics evolve over time is not easy. Users not only need to extensively
examine and differentiate individual topics, but also identify the criti-
cal events and their causes, including how new topics come into being
(topic birth), what triggers and contributes to their development or dis-
appearance (topic death), and how they gradually disintegrate (topic
splitting) or dissolve into other topics (topic merging).

Much work has been devoted to effectively analyzing topic evolu-
tion. In the text mining field, researchers have developed various dy-
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namic topic mining methods like evolutionary clustering [5, 35] and
dynamic Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [28], facilitating users in
analyzing the evolution of individual topics over time. On the other
hand, researchers from the visualization community have designed a
number of topic visualization techniques [9, 16, 17, 18] to visually il-
lustrate the evolution of a set of independent topics. While dynamic
topic mining and visualization has received much attention, little work
has focused on studying topic merging and splitting patterns. More-
over, this problem has barely been touched by using visual analysis
techniques to interactively analyze complex topic evolution from mul-
tiple perspectives.

There are two technical challenges that we believe are critical to
visually analyze the development and change of topics over time. The
first challenge is how to model the topic evolution patterns, as well as
extract the critical events and the keyword correlations to provide the
related information. Topics not only emerge, develop, and decline, but
also influence each other by splitting and merging. Thus, it is hard to
model them by using existing dynamic topic mining approaches [35]
which target solely at modeling individual topics and their changes
over time. The second challenge is how to visually convey and interact
with the topic evolution results at different granularities to facilitate
decision making. When examining the evolving topics, users may not
only want to have a big picture of the global topic evolution trend, but
also understand the major reasons that trigger these evolution patterns.
It is therefore preferred to design a visualization that can illustrate the
topic evolution results from the global evolution structure to the local
salient features, such as keyword co-occurrence over time, as well as
allow users to interactively explore the complex relationships between
them. Furthermore, an iterative and progressive topic analysis is also
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expected to enable a bidirectional communication between the topic
mining and visualization modules, compensating for the deficiencies
in the topic mining techniques.

To tackle these challenges, we have developed TextFlow, an inter-
active visual analysis tool that helps users analyze how and why the
correlated topics change over time. We present a topic mining model
to track and connect topics over time. It starts by learning the topic
merging/splitting patterns with an incremental hierarchical Dirichlet
process (HDP) [23]. Then the critical events and keyword correlations
are extracted to encode the local content. The output of the topic evo-
lution analysis contains multiple-level results, including a set of topics
with splitting/merging relationships to one another, a set of critical
events, and the keyword correlations. To convey such complex re-
sults, we present a visualization technique inspired by river flows (see
Fig. 4). Our visualization consists of three visual primitives, includ-
ing topic flows, glyphs, and threads, to encode the three-level results,
respectively. To produce a useful and visually pleasing layout, we for-
mulate it as a three-level Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), and solve it
by using a force-directed simulation. TextFlow also tightly integrates
interactive visualization with topic modeling techniques to facilitate
users to discover the evolution patterns at different levels of detail.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to help users vi-
sually analyze topic evolution patterns, as well as to allow users to in-
teractively reason about the complex evolution relationships over time.
Our work presents three technical contributions.

• A topic mining method that extracts a set of topics from a text
collection and models the evolution relationships among them.
To further assist users in understanding the underlying causes of
evolutions, it also identifies the critical events and related key-
word correlations to enable a deeper investigation.

• A river-flow-based visual metaphor that quickly conveys the
salient aspects of the topic flow, while also maintaining enough
context to help users examine and understand why the evolution
patterns are triggered.

• An iterative and progressive visual analysis that enables a
smooth communication between visualization and the topic min-
ing model by interaction.

Following a review of the related work, we describe in detail
TextFlow’s key features, including the topic data extraction and trans-
formation, visualization design, and interactive analysis. To evaluate
the proposed method, we apply TextFlow to several text corpora. Two
case studies show the promise of the work.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review two categories of work related to
ours, including topic evolution mining and topic trend visualization.

2.1 Topic Evolution Mining
In the field of text mining, many algorithms have been proposed to
analyze topic evolution over time [35]. Existing work that is relevant
to our topic mining method falls into three categories: topic detection
and tracking, evolutionary clustering, and dynamic topic models.

Topic detection and tracking [1, 33] aims to automatically detect
new topics and find new stories on already known topics in temporally-
ordered news streams. Traditional topic detection and tracking meth-
ods use heuristic rules to detect and track topics [1]. Zhang et al. [33]
first unified both detection and tracking in a probabilistic model.

Evolutionary clustering [5, 6, 31, 32, 34] focuses the problem of
processing temporal data to produce a sequence of clusters. Each clus-
ter in the sequence is similar to the cluster at the previous time step,
and should accurately reflect the data arriving at that time step. The
major objective of evolutionary clustering is to preserve the smooth-
ness of clustering results over time, while fitting the data of each
epoch. When applied to text data, the evolving clusters are used to
track topics. Recently, evolutionary HDP [35] has been proposed to

handle multiple text sources, which aims at analyzing the topic evolu-
tion patterns among multiple correlated time-varying corpora.

A dynamic topic model like dynamic LDA focuses on extending
LDA to handle dynamic topics [2, 28, 27]. They allow the documents
to be streaming or time-stamped. LDA-based methods mathematically
model the topic generation process more elegantly. However, they
introduce more parameters to be estimated [3].

Compared with the above methods, our topic analysis work not only
detects and tracks individual topics over time, but also extracts the
connection between topics, which is depicted as splitting and merging
relationships. Moreover, we provide rich interactions to allow users
to examine and analyze what triggers and contributes to topic birth,
death, splitting or merging at different granularities.

2.2 Visual Topic Evolution

In the field of interactive visualization, our work is directly related to
research on time-based, visual text summarization that can help users
quickly discover what is inside text data. Researchers have developed
a number of visualizations to help users understand the thematic vari-
ations over time within a large collection of documents.

The most popular strategy to visualize topic evolution is based on
stacked graphs [4, 9, 16, 17, 29]. In the stacked graph, each layer
represents a topic. The directed flow from left to right indicates the
topic evolution over time. Variations in the width of each layer rep-
resents variations in strength or degree of representation. With such
visualization, users can easily track the strength evolution of the topics
along time. However, it fails to present the detailed content evolution
to users to facilitate his/her information understanding and decision
making. Recently, TIARA [18, 30] was proposed to tightly integrate
interactive visualization with text summarization techniques to visu-
ally summarize a large text corpus. It allows users to examine and
analyze the topic content and content evolution over time.

Themail for tracing the content evolution of the correspondence be-
tween two persons is described in [24]. In this toolkit, the content
evolution is visually encoded by a set of keyword lists at different time
points. In addition, several approaches have been suggested for repre-
senting content changes using tag frequencies [7, 8, 10, 14].

Compared with the above visualization research on topic evolution,
TextFlow visualization targets at visually analyzing the merging and
splitting relationships between evolving topics. To help users under-
stand these relationships, a river-flow-based visualization is adopted to
help users understand and analyze the evolution patterns of the exam-
ined topics. Furthermore, multiple visual cues, such as glyphs (encode
critical events) and keyword threads (encode keyword correlations),
are provided to differentiate independent topics, and correlate depen-
dent topics.

Another related work is story evolution proposed by Rose et al.
[20], which shows the story change and evolution over time. In their
work, they target at conveying how a document changes its theme as
the story develops and changes over multiple days. By contrast, our
work aims at visually analyzing the topic merging and splitting rela-
tionships between topics over time. To help users understand what
brings about such evolving patterns and easily trace the topic flow,
multiple visual cues, such as glyphs and keyword threads, are adopted
to visually illustrate various topic evolving results and enable a deeper
investigation.

To help users analyze, communicate, and plan the energy distri-
bution in a city, Riehmann et al. [19] develop an interactive Sankey
diagram. Some interaction techniques are developed to facilitate the
exploration and understanding of the complex flows at different levels
of details. While this work inspires our visual design, we have aug-
mented the flow metaphor to convey much richer and far more com-
plex topic merging and splitting results. Not only does TextFlow illus-
trate the topic flow and their merging/splitting relationships over time,
but it also depicts what triggers and contributes to such evolution pat-
terns. As a result, TextFlow can easily facilitate the understanding of
complex topic analysis results from multiple perspectives.
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Fig. 2. TextFlow overview: system consisting of three major compo-
nents: topic miner, topic visualizer, and document pre-processor.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The goal of TextFlow is to help users analyze how and why topics
develop and change over time. Thus, we focus our attention primar-
ily upon enabling users to interactively consume various topic min-
ing results, including overall topic evolution trend, critical events, and
keyword correlations. Addressing these tasks requires the ability to
model, navigate through, analyze, and reason about the evolving topic
flow from multiple perspectives. Based on these requirements, we de-
sign and develop TextFlow.

Fig. 2 provides an overview of our system with its three main com-
ponents: document pre-processor, topic miner, and topic visualizer.
The input to TextFlow is a collection of text documents. The document
pre-processor is tasked to extract the main document body and various
metadata. Taking academic publications as an example, the metadata
includes the author(s), the journal or conference name, keywords, and
time stamp for each paper. The output of the document pre-processor
is a collection of “clean” text content with associated metadata. The
output is then sent to the topic miner which automatically extracts a
set of topics along with merging/splitting relationships, as well as the
critical events and keyword correlations. Given the results produced
by the topic miner, the topic visualizer transforms the abstract topic
mining results into a comprehensible visualization, which consists of
three visual components. Specifically, a topic flow is presented to en-
code the overall topic evolution trend; a set of well-designed glyphs
are used to represent the critical events; and keyword threads are de-
signed to visually explain the keyword correlations. Users can then
interact with the evolving topics through the generated visualization.

4 DATA PROCESSING

In this section, we first present a probabilistic model for extracting
topics from a document collection and modeling the splitting/merging
relationships between topics. We propose an incremental Gibbs sam-
pling procedure based on HDP mixture of multinomial model [23],
since it is effective in modeling multiple text corpora (i.e., text from
different sources) and automatically determining the optimal topic
numbers [23, 33]. With the incremental HDP model, we first de-
duce the splitting/merging behaviors between topics. Then we identify
critical events to help users examine major changes inside each topic.
Next, we extract keyword correlations for users to analyze topics at a
finer granularity and to understand why they split and merge. Finally,
we perform some post-processing such as topic and keyword ranking
to allow users to examine the most salient content first.

Before going into detail, we introduce some notations, which are
used in this section. We assume the data is coming in an incremen-
tal batch-mode manner, i.e., there are multiple documents coming at
each time point (e.g., a month). Data can come from multiple related
corpora, such as publications from different conferences. We use t
to denote the time point. xt

ji is the ith document in the jth corpus,
represented by a vector of word frequencies. The associated cluster
indicator is denoted by zt

ji for the ith document in the jth corpus.

(a) Prediction Stage (b) HDP Refining Stage

(c) Prediction Stage (d) HDP Refining Stage

Fig. 3. An example of splitting/merging of clusters: circles representing
samples at time t−1; rectangles encoding samples at time t.

4.1 Topic Data and Relationship Extraction

Topics are represented by document clusters. In topic extraction step,
not only topics themselves but also their connections are automati-
cally discovered. To achieve this, we first incrementally assign and
refine cluster label zt

ji of xt
ji at each time t, by adopting two computa-

tional stages, a “prediction stage” and an “HDP refining stage”. Then
splitting/merging relationships among topics are computed based on
document label changes.

In the “prediction stage”, a classifier is used to predict the cluster
label of xt

ji (denoted as zt,old
ji ) at time t based on the previous HDP

model. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), before time t, we have some
samples and an HDP model. After this stage, the labels of new incom-
ing data at time t are predicted based on the previous HDP model.

In the next stage, the “HDP refining stage”, we fix the historical la-
bels of documents and update the label of xt

ji (denoted as zt,new
ji ). This

is a semi-supervised clustering algorithm, which both updates the data
label and the HDP model [23]. Due to the property that HDP can de-
termine an adaptive number of clusters, some topics will disappear,
while some will emerge. Moreover, we can also compute the connec-
tions between dynamic topics. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the clusters at
adjacent time points merge into one cluster. In Fig. 3(d), the left cluster
splits into two clusters from time t−1 to t.

After the two computation stages, we compute the topic merging
and splitting relationships by the following two types of statistics, in
terms of “merging input from time t−1 to t” and “splitting output from
t − 1 to t”. Intuitively, the first one measures how many documents
in a cluster at time t are coming from different clusters at previous
time points based on the previous HDP model. While the second one
measures how many documents are sampled into different clusters for
a specific cluster. We compute them respectively as follows.

Merging input from time t − 1 to t: the proportion of cluster r
coming from cluster s is measured by the difference between zt,old

ji

and zt,new
ji at current time t:

Pin
t (s→ r) ∆

=
∑

t
τ=t−Twin+1 ∑i, j I(zt,old

ji = s & zt,new
ji = r)

∑
t
τ=t−Twin+1 ∑

nt

i=1 I(zt,new
ji = r)

(1)

where I(·) is an indicator function that flips between binary values, i.e.,
I(true) = 1 and I( f alse) = 0. Here we consider the probability based
on both the data at time t and the historical data in a time window Twin.

Splitting output from time t− 1 to t: the proportion of cluster s
flowing into cluster r is measured by the difference between zt,old

ji and
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zt,new
ji from time t−Twin +1 to t:

Pout
t−1(s→ r) ∆

=
∑

t
τ=t−Twin+1 ∑ j,i I(zτ,old

ji = s & zτ,new
ji = r)

∑
t
τ=t−Twin+1 ∑ j,i I(zτ,old

ji = s)
. (2)

4.2 Critical Event Extraction
Two basic critical events include cluster (or sub-cluster) birth and
death. The birth (or death) of a cluster denotes an emerging (or disap-
pearing) topic (or sub-topic) in the text stream. They are detected by
applying a heuristic rule. In our implementation, we maintain a hash
table of the clusters for each time point, and the critical events of birth
and death can be easily detected by comparing the hash tables between
adjacent epochs. The importance of critical events is computed based
on the number of documents in that cluster at the corresponding time
point.

Another non-trivial type of critical event is topic splitting/merging.
Although all the splitting/merging points are already denoted by the
flow shape, they are not equally important. Critical ones represent se-
vere content changes, instead of slowly evolving. To extract this type
of critical event, we first rank the splitting/merging events by using
both the number of branches at the points and the entropy of the split-
ting/merging proportions. Then we select the ones with the highest
ranking scores as the critical events.

Mathematically, the score for a merging event is formulated as:

R(r, t) = |Nr| ·Ht(r) = |Nr| ·κB ∑
s∈Nr

−Pin
t (s→ r) lnPin

t (s→ r) (3)

where R(r, t) is the ranking score of cluster r at time t, Ht(·) is the
entropy score at t, and κB is the Boltzmann constant. Nr is the neigh-
borhood set of cluster r. It consists of the branch clusters that flow
into r, and |Nr| is the number of elements in Nr. Similarly, the rank-
ing score of a splitting event is defined as:

R(s, t)= |Ns| ·Ht(r)= |Ns| ·κB ∑
r∈Ns

−Pout
t−1(s→ r) lnPout

t−1(s→ r) (4)

where R(s, t) is the ranking score of cluster s at time t. Ns is the
neighborhood set of cluster s; its elements are the branch clusters that
flow out of s. |Ns| is the number of elements in Ns.

Since our data model uses keywords to summarize topics, the criti-
cal events likely involve intense keyword changes, including keyword
birth, death, and splitting and merging among topics. Finding critical
events related to the changed keywords may help users understand the
content evolutions.

4.3 Keyword Correlation Discovery
To help users better understand the major reasons triggering topic evo-
lutions, we also extract “noun phrases,” “verb phrases”, and “named
entities” in each document, and count co-occurrences among them.
We provide a list of top syntactic and semantic keywords as well as a
list of top keyword pairs to take users to a detailed analysis.

4.4 Topic Keyword Ranking
Previous study on keyword ranking methods [22, 30] has shown that
the following two criteria are very useful in selecting the interesting
keywords to represent the topic content at each time point. First, the
keywords at each time should reflect distinctive content, thus we could
see the evolving of the topic (distinctiveness). Second, the keyword
sets along time together will cover the total content of the topic (com-
pleteness). In our work, we follow these two criteria and slightly mod-
ify them to adapt to our incremental batch-mode manner. The rank of
a keyword w in cluster k at time t is given by:

Weight(w)t
k =

TF(w)t
k

∑k TF(w)t
k
· exp(−λ ·Weight(w)t−1

k ) (5)

where w represents a word, TF(w)t
k is the term frequency of w in clus-

ter k at time t, ∑k TF(w)t
k is the sum of TF(w)t

k among different clus-
ters, Weight(w)t−1

k is the weight computed for time t − 1. Note that

exp(−λ ·Weight(w)t−1
k ) can be regarded as a decay factor of each

keyword. If a keyword appears at the last time point with very high
score, it will be ranked lower at this time point. Contrarily, if it has
not been shown before, it should be emphasized. The coefficient λ is
a parameter controlling the velocity of the decay, which is set to 0.9 in
our system.

5 VISUAL DESIGN

Although the mining results produced by the topic miner well summa-
rize the topic evolutions in the input documents, they are abstract and
difficult to understand. We thus developed a Texflow visualizer for
presenting the three-level mining results comprehensively in a single
view. Specifically, a topic flow graph inspired by the river metaphor
is presented for visualizing the overall topic evolution patterns (Sec-
tion 5.1), a set of glyphs is applied over the flow for encoding the
critical events (Section 5.2), and a set of keyword threads is designed
to reveal the keyword correlation details in each topic evolution flow
(Section 5.3). Combined with a tag cloud view and a timeline view
(Section 5.4), the Texflow system provides an efficient solution to var-
ious visual exploration and analysis tasks.

topickeyword critical event

Fig. 4. An example of TextFlow visualization, which consists of four topic
flows, four critical events, and five keyword threads.

5.1 Topic Evolution as Flow
A naive solution to visualizing the topic evolution is to display all topic
evolutions as a stacked graph. Although this approach can well illus-
trate the linear topic evolution along time [4, 9], it cannot well present
complicated topic evolution patterns that include topic merging and
splitting. To tackle this issue, we adopt a river flow metaphor (see
Fig. 4) for visually conveying the topic evolution patterns in Textflow.

As shown in Fig. 4, we represent the evolution of topics along time
as a topic flow graph. The varying flow height along the x-axis en-
codes the number of the documents that belong to this topic at each
time point. Like a river flow in the real world, the topic flow can be
either split into several branches when the corresponding topic splits,
or merged with several other branches into one flow when their corre-
sponding topics merge into one topic. After splitting (or merging), the
branch with the content that is most similar to the topic before splitting
(or after merging) becomes the main branch, with the rest as the sec-
ondary branches (Fig. 5). The heights of all branches are determined
by the number of documents in the corresponding branch topics.

To visualize evolution patterns, we stack the topic flows of all top-
ics vertically and align them based on their time stamps. To determine
the order of the topic flows in the stack, we develop a flow layout al-
gorithm, which can reduce the visual clutter caused by flow branch
crossings and generate a smooth flow outline. The details about our
flow layout algorithm are described in Section 6. To help users easily
identify and track the specific topic flow(s), we uniformly pick colors
from a rainbow color spectrum for original topic flows according to its
vertical order in the stack. For the derived topics generated by merging
and splitting, we adopt the following coloring strategy. The color of
the merged topic flow is the blending of the colors of the corresponding
branches. The blending weights are determined by the ratio of branch
heights to the original flow height. The color of each branch after topic
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splitting is determined from the color of the original flow similarly. As
a result, the color of the topic is actually influenced by the color of
multiple topics in its history and thus provides a good supplementary
visual cues for topic tracking. Our color scheme may cause mislead-
ing colors in some cases. For example, too many splitting/merging
relationships likely lead to very similar colors among different flows.
In such case, our color strategy may fail to differentiate related topics,
users can then rely on the flow shape to track topics.

Our topic flow graph can be regarded as an enhancement of the tra-
ditional stacked graph. By hiding the secondary branches, the topic
flow graph can be easily transformed into a stacked graph (see Fig. 5).
In our implementation, we use the stacked graph as the initial visu-
alization of the overall topic evolution patterns and then transform
the visualization into a topic flow graph for visualizing the detailed
topic merging and splitting patterns in which users are interested. This
scheme provides an easy way for users to understand and explore the
complicated topic evolution patterns and flatten their learning curve.

width

main branch

secondary
branches

Fig. 5. The conversion between a stacked graph and a topic flow graph.

5.2 Critical Event as Glyph
Four intuitive glyphs are chosen to represent the birth, death, splitting,
and merging events, respectively (see Fig. 6). We overlay these glyphs
at the time points where they occur to illustrate the critical events of
the corresponding topic flow. In our data model, topics are represented
by a set of keywords. Therefore, those glyphs can also help users find
intense keyword changes (see Fig. 4). The size of the glyphs is com-
puted by the importance score of the critical events described in Sec-
tion 4.2. The bigger a glyph is, the more important its corresponding
critical event is.

source sink split merge

Fig. 6. The glyphs represent four different critical events, respectively.

5.3 Keyword Correlation as Thread
The keyword correlation is the third aspect that we consider. It is very
important in topic analysis, because it allows users to understand why
the topics develop and change at a finer granularity.

A straightforward way to visually encode keyword correlations is
to overlay word clouds on the topic flow (see Fig. 7(a)), which is also
probably the most common method to show a collection of keywords
to users in the field of information visualization [8, 26, 25]. However,
this representation is not effective and useful in our scenario. First,
a single word cloud fails to show the content evolution of keyword
correlations. Even if we can adopt a set of word clouds to encode
the content evolution over time, this may introduce additional visual
clutter to the topic flow. Second, it cannot illustrate the co-occurrence
interactions between keywords over time, which characterizes the ma-
jor critical events in topics.

Another option for capturing the dynamic content and co-
occurrence interactions over time is to use a set of polylines to rep-
resent the keywords (Fig. 7(b)). Co-occurrence relations could be rep-
resented by distances between them. In addition, a force-based model

could be adopted to lay out the polylines. However, we can not use it
in our design either. The distance between the polylines encodes their
closeness. On the other hand, the distance is also constrained by flow
boundaries. For example, at the time point where the flow is thin, the
polylines may not be close to each other. However, because of the lim-
ited space, they have to be placed very close and may give users the
wrong impression (see Fig. 7 (b)).

interface
analytics large

query
exploration

graph
pattern

taskfeature

mining

challenge

dynamic

human
graph

dynamic

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Two alternative ways to represent the keyword correlation: (a)
placing word clouds on the flow; (b) using polylines and their distances
between polylines to encode word correlations.

Instead, we design a novel visual primitive called thread to solve
these problems. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of thread. Intuitively, if
one keyword appears in a topic at a specific time point and disappears
from the topic at another time point later, we draw a thread in that topic
flow between the two time points. Meanwhile, we use the weaving
effects (see Fig. 8) to represent the co-occurrence interactions between
two or more keywords. In particular, we select one keyword as the
primary keyword (the thick line in Fig. 8). In the thread representation,
we only consider the co-occurrence interactions between the primary
keyword and other non-primary keywords.

amplitude primary
keyword

wave bundle

Fig. 8. The visual attributes in the thread weaving: wave bundle and
amplitude.

We also adopt various visual attributes in thread weaving to encode
different information:

• Wave bundle: If several threads are weaving together, we use
the weaving bundle to encode the co-occurrence interaction at
that time point. The length of the wave bundle represents the
time period length of the co-occurrence.

• Amplitude: We use the amplitude to encode the occurrence
number of all involved keywords. The bigger the weaving am-
plitude, the more the corresponding weaving keywords appear at
that time point. Usually the height of a topic at one time point
is proportional to its related keyword number at that particular
time point, so the topic flow can well accommodate the thread
weaving with different amplitudes.

5.4 Complemented with Tag Cloud and Timeline
Although the three visual components in the TextFlow view provide a
comprehensive graphical representation for topic evolutions, they all
ignore the detailed textual information in the mining results, which
are important for some visual analysis tasks. To solve this issue, we
added two well-accepted visual components to be synchronized with
the TexFlow view: a tag cloud view placed at the bottom left of our
system UI, and a timeline view placed at the bottom right (Fig. 13).
These three views are coordinated with each other to help users in-
teractively inspect and refine the mining results. Specifically, when
users select some topics in the TextFlow view, the tag cloud view and
the timeline view will show the words and sentences with high impor-
tance scores, in the corresponding selected topics, respectively. More
details about the interactions of our system can be found in Section 7.
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6 LAYOUT ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the layout algorithms for the visual ele-
ments discussed in Section 5. The position of a glyph is easily deter-
mined by its topic and time point where it occurs. As a result, here we
mainly focus on the topic flow layout and thread layout.

6.1 Problem Formulation
Mathematically, the topic flow layout together with the thread layout
can be formulated as a three-level Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). As
shown in Fig. 9, the first level DAG corresponds to the topic flow
(Fig. 9(b)). Here nodes represent the clusters at each time point,
and edges indicate the content flow between two consecutive clusters
along time. The second level encodes the DAG of keyword bundles
(Fig. 9(c)). In this graph, nodes represent bundles that contain highly
interacted keywords at that time point. Edges represent the keyword
flow. The third level represents the DAG of keyword threads, which is
derived by splitting each bundle node into several thread nodes based
on the number of the keyword threads it contains (see the middle of
Fig. 9(d)). Here a node represents a keyword segment involved in a
bundle at each time point, while an edge indicates a keyword flow
from one node to another.

When laying out the DAG of keyword bundles, it has a boundary
constraint that each bundle node should be placed inside its topic layer.
While for the keyword thread layout, it has the constraint that each
thread node should be placed inside the bundle it belongs to. Theoret-
ically, the three-level hierarchical DAG layout can be simplified into
three DAG layouts with regular or irregular boundary constraints.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 9. The three-level model for topic flow graph layout (dotted rectan-
gles indicating boundary constraints): (a) the original structure; (b) first
level: topic flows; (c) second level: bundles; (d) third level: threads.

6.2 Algorithm
In our DAG layout, we focus on addressing two aesthetic criteria:

• Decide the optimal order of the nodes at each time point to re-
duce edge crossings;

• Calculate the exact position for each node to smooth topic layers
(keep edges short) and favor symmetry.

Accordingly, our algorithm consists of two major steps: node ordering
and node placement.

Node Ordering Too many edge crossings make the topic flow
visually cluttered and thus difficult to explore. It is therefore impor-
tant to order the nodes at each time point to reduce the edge crossings
in the layout. However, minimizing edge crossings in a layout is an
NP-complete problem [12]. To tackle this issue, we leverage a force
simulation method based on median heuristics [13].

We first define some notations useful for subsequent discussions.
Let G denote a DAG with k layers (i.e., time points in our case), and
Li ( 1≤ i≤ k) be the ith layer. vi j represents the node with jth order
in layer Li. In addition, the incoming and outgoing nodes of vi j are
denoted as vI

i j and vO
i j, respectively.

In our layout, we define the median function of node vi j as:

mi j = ω · j+(1−ω) ∑
vkl∈vI

i j∪vO
i j

w(i j)(kl) · l (6)

where the ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1) is the control parameter, and w(i j)(kl) is the
weight of the edge between vi j and vkl , encoding the ranking score of
topic merging and splitting.

Our node ordering is determined by an iteration process described
in [13, 15]. First, every node is given an initial vertical order at its
layer. The initial order is determined by the node visiting order in
depth-first search. Based on the initial order, a sequence of iterations
is then performed to improve the ordering.

After the above iteration is converged, we apply a local adjustment
to update the node order at each layer alternately by fixing the node
order in other layers. It is developed for solving the deadlocks gen-
erated in the iteration. Unlike the traditional directed graph layout
algorithms that only consider the edge crossing number, we combine
the edge weight and edge crossing to evaluate the metrics of crossings.
For each layer, we calculate the metric for the current order, and up-
date it only when the metric is reduced. Such evaluation can help to
avoid crossings between edges with larger weights, and thus improve
the visual quality of the final layout.

Node Placement The major objectives of node placement are to
improve the smoothness of individual topic flows, as well as to reduce
the turning angles of splitting/merging flow branches. To achieve this,
we follow a classical directed graph layout method to formulate them
as a problem of minimizing the edge length.

min
Y ∑

vi j

∑
vkl∈vI

i j∪vO
i j

(ykl − yi j)
2

s.t. yi j− yi, j−1 ≥
hi j+hi−1, j

2 if j > 0
yi j ≥ bli +

hi j
2

yi j ≤ bui−
hi j
2

(7)

where ykl and yi j represent the vertical coordinates for node vkl and
node vi j, respectively, and Y = {yi j|v ∈ G }. The hi j is the size of node
vi j, while bli and bui represent the lower and upper boundaries of the
layout region.

This is a quadratic programming problem with linear constraints,
which can be easily solved by a standard quadratic programming tool
such as Mosek and CPLEX. However, force-directed simulations can
achieve better performance [11] and support related interactions such
as the local adjustment of node order. As a consequence, we decide
to solve this problem by a force-directed simulation. We regard the
gradient value of the object function in Eq. 7 with respect to vari-
able yi j as the force of node vi j in the simulation. Unlike traditional
force-directed simulations, which do not consider the separation con-
straints, we deal with the separation constraints in Eq. 7 by using a
collision simulation. Specifically, we simulate the collision, which
visually represents the overlapping of nodes, by using completely in-
elastic collision. When two nodes overlap, we calculate the weighted
average speed from both nodes, and then set the speed of each node
to the average value. Such simulation can fully support the interac-
tive adjustment of layout while maintaining the separation constraints
between nodes.

Unlike the dynamic topic model, our layout algorithm is not incre-
mental. When the new data is coming, the entire river layout need to
be recalculated, which may cause the stability issue. Therefore, the
layout algorithm works better for the data that is all ready, rather than
for dynamic text streams. Fig. 10 demonstrates one result generated by
our layout algorithm. With our method, branch crossings are reduced
and individual topic layers are smoothed.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. One example of our topic flow layout: (a) initial input; (b) our
layout result.

filter filter filter filter

expand

place
glyphs

place
threads

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 11. The exploration pipeline: (a) select a subset of interest based
on users’ interest or system recommendation; (b) expand the topics to
see their splitting and merging patterns; (c) remove trivial or irrelevant
branches; (d) and (e) extract major critical events based on current flow
patterns; (f) and (g) explore and adjust threads around the selected
critical events based on users’ interest or system recommendation.

7 INTERACTIVE EXPLORATION

Fig. 11 shows a general exploration pipeline in our system. Our
pipeline starts with our simplest representation: stacked graphs. Dur-
ing the progressive exploration, users will know more and more about
the data, so that they could filter out irrelevant data step by step. Mean-
while, the visualization also gradually improves its visual complex-
ity to reflect their insights. There are two major operations in this
pipeline: interactive filtering and recommendation.

7.1 Interactive Filtering
At every step in our exploration pipeline (as shown in Figs. 11(a), (c)
, (e), and (g)), our system supports various interaction techniques to
help users access more information in the backend datasets, so users
could filter the data based on what they find. When users interact
with our visualization, there are two general operations that they can
choose: hovering and selecting.

Hovering Hovering on a visual element provides users with sim-
plified information, so that they can decide to select it to see more
information, or move on to other visual elements. For example, when
hovering on a topic, most representative keywords, which are cho-
sen by our data model, will be overlaid on top of the topic layer by
using the sweeping line algorithm [21], and the secondary branches
between this topic and the other topics are also indicated by thin lines
(see Fig. 12). Similarly, when users hover the cursor on a critical event
or a thread, a tooltip will pop up to show the representative keywords
in the critical event and corresponding keyword for the thread, respec-
tively. In particular, considering the meanings of our critical events
(i.e., birth, death, split, and merge), our data model is tweaked to pre-
fer keywords that reflect these meanings.

Selecting Selecting a visual element has two purposes. First, se-
lecting a visual element could provide users with more information
than hovering, all the extra information is brought to users by the
linked views, such as the tag cloud view and timeline view. For ex-
ample, when users click a topic in the TextFlow view, the tag cloud
and the timeline will change accordingly and show more important
keywords or sentences related to the selected topic. Second, selecting
a visual element could make the backend model aware of users’ inter-
est, and then make proper recommendations to help users with further
exploration and filtering.

visualtext

hover on this topic

Fig. 12. Hovering on a topic: thin lines indicate the splitting/merging
relationships between the hovered topic and the other topics.

7.2 Recommendation
Our mining model could help the filtering task in two ways. First,
when users select a topic, our data model will calculate the correlation
scores (i.e., the sum of the splitting/merging scores described in Sec-
tion 4.2) between the selected topic and other individual topics. Thus,
the visualization could change the opacity values of the topic flows
accordingly. Therefore, if users want, they could include the highly-
correlated topics into the next step of splitting/merging exploration.
Second, when users select a keywords from the tag clouds, the back-
end data model will search for highly co-occurring keywords in the
dataset. Thus, the visualization could draw their co-occurrence pat-
terns in the view to help users find unexpected patterns in the content.

8 APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of our TextFlow sys-
tem, we have applied our system to two datasets: paper publications
and political news. In this section, we describe several interesting find-
ings from our explorations. All the experiments are conducted on an
iMac with a 2.8GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 4GB memory. Our system
first extracted various topics in the preprocessing stage, which took
several minutes, for each dataset. After the preprocessing, all layout
algorithms and users interactions were performed interactively.

8.1 Publication Data

(a)

(b)

A

B C

D

E

F
G

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Fig. 13. Topic flows for VisWeek publication data: (a) topics related to
scientific visualization; (b) topics related to information visualization.

We collected 933 research papers published in two venues: IEEE
Visualization (Vis) and IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis) from
2001 to 2010. Then we processed the paper abstracts and titles along
with their meta data, such as author(s) and keywords. The vocabu-
lary size is 9,020. Fifteen topics are learned from this paper corpus
(see Fig. 13). After we use the tag cloud and the timeline views to
quickly identify the content in each topic, some patterns stand out
immediately. For example, all the topic flows can be generally di-
vided into two groups. The topics (marked as A-D in Fig. 13) in the
upper part (see Fig. 13(a)) are about Vis, which represent “geome-
try/rendering”, “flow/vector”, “volume/rendering”, and “tensor/fiber”,
respectively. From the figure, we can see that the Vis topics slightly
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Fig. 14. Selected topic flows of Bing news data with the thread weaving patterns related to primary keywords “state” and “reagan” (All keywords
overlaid on the threads are manually added).

declined in the last decade. In addition, we can clearly see there are
some split/merge patterns between those flows before 2006. However,
after 2006, Vis topic flows have been consistently developing indepen-
dently. On the other hand, the topic evolution patterns in InfoVis (see
Fig. 13(b)) are quite the opposite. There are three major flows in it
(marked as E-G in Fig. 13), which represent “structure/layout”, “ex-
ploration/analytics”, and “document/temporal”, respectively. In this
part, we can see that the overall trend of InfoVis is growing, espe-
cially for topic F “exploration/analytics”. In addition, all the topics
are much closer than the topics in Vis, since we can see a lot of split-
ting/merging relationships among them. This may indicate that this
field, unlike Vis, is still undergoing dramatic changes, and different
topics are influencing each other. Furthermore, we can see that topic
F “exploration/analytics” has much more outgoing branches than in-
coming branches, which suggests that this topic is a vibrant contrib-
utor to many other topics. Notably, in the bottom right corner of the
view, there are several newly developed topics which are mainly de-
rived from topic F “exploration/analytics”.

Since we are more interested in the major topics of InfoVis, we se-
lect topic F “exploration/analytics” in the TextFlow view. Then we fol-
low the system’s recommendations to keep several of the most related
topics for further exploration. In the filtered topic flows, we examine
the content evolution between different topics. With the help of topic
analysis, we further simplify the view by just showing several most
important split/merge branches, shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, we find
several interesting content flows. For example, there is a very distinct
source in the topic F “exploration/analytics” in 2006 (marked as a in
Fig. 1), which is in the middle of the topic flow. We are interested in
finding out what causes it, so we click that glyph and bring out the
documents related to it. It turns out that most of the papers are related
to “analytics”, which indicates that analytics has suddenly become a
very hot word in that year. We believe that it is not a coincidence that
2006 is also the year that the first IEEE VAST Symposium was held.
At that time, it still does not emerge as a new topic flow; instead, it
blends in well with the old “exploration” topic. On the other hand, it
also indicates that “analytics”-related research brought a big change
to the old InfoVis field, otherwise it will not appear as a major source
in the flow. We turn on the keyword threads starting from that source
to see what this source brings to the existing topic. From the threads,
we find out that the major keywords include “intelligent”, “temporal”,
“network”, and “analytics”. Although these words do appear in pre-
vious InfoVis papers occasionally, they are clearly more emphasized
since that year, just like “analytics”.

In addition, we also find several splitting and merging critical events

(marked as b-d in Fig. 1) in the display. Specifically, critical events b
and c indicate that there are some major interactions between topics
E “structure/layout” and topic F “exploration/analytics”. By turning
on the threads related to them, we explore the content flows between
them. Among the displayed threads, we find three representatives:
“graph”, “explore”, and “semantic”, which are labeled in Fig. 1 man-
ually. We can see that topics E and F focus on layout and explo-
ration, respectively before 2003. After 2003, topic E starts to involve
exploration in its layout process, while topic F starts to heavily rely
on abstract data models, such as graphs and treemaps, to help anal-
ysis tasks. The third critical event d indicates that the topic G “doc-
ument/temporal”, which has recently become another major topic in
InfoVis around 2009, is heavily influenced by topics E and F. By look-
ing into the related threads, we find that this topic benefits from vari-
ous “multidimensional”-related techniques in topic E and “interactive
exploration” techniques in topic F.

8.2 Bing News Data

A

B
Ca

E

D

Fig. 15. An overview of topic flows for Bing news data: most topics
evolve independently; three topics (marked as A-C) derived from the
same cluster (marked as a), while topic E is derived from topic D.

This news dataset contains 2,980 articles of Bing news, which are
related to “Obama” and span 16 days (from January 25 to Febru-
ary 10). The vocabulary size is 31,726. Fig. 15 shows the topic
flow result generated by our system, which includes over 30 topics
covering various content, such as “Egypt crisis”, “health/insurance”,
“budget/finance”. From the figure, we can clearly see that most of
them evolve independently and rarely split or merge after the third
day. Therefore, we filter out all the other simple flows, and focus on
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Gunfire pounds anti-Mubarak protest camp in Cairo

Egypt Frees Google Manager Who Became Protest Hero

Mubarak supporters clash with protesters in Cairo; men charge into square on horses, camels
Mubarak not among key resignations in Egypt

Dangers seen in the debit-limit debate

House Republicans attack regulations; Dems defend

Egypt's turmoil brought home for UMass Dartmouth professor
Egypt's Mubarak says he won't run for new term

Strikes in Egypt add to pressure from protests

Mubarak stays while staff steps down

Anti-Mubarak activists call for another mass rally

Egypt ruling party leaders resign but regime holds

Obama tells Mubarak: Take 'concrete steps'
Mubarak refuses to step down; rage followsWikiLeaks: Mubarak lets Egyptians suffer to avoid 'chaos'

Egypt Protests Continue Despite Nationwide Curfew

Feb 07Feb 03Jan 26 Feb 01 Feb 05 Feb 10Jan 28 Jan 30

Top US military officer urges caution on Egypt
Obama flunks Mideast crisis Obama says Egypt won't be the same country

Mideast protests cause a shift in U.S. policy
Obama tells Mubarak to begin transition now Islam is a religious-political ideology. It's implementation

Obama says Egypt won't be the same country

Gingrich: WH should be wary of Muslim Brotherhood

A Redefined "American Exceptionalism" in the Age of Obama

Obama: U.S. backs orderly transition in Egypt

Feb 04Feb 01 Feb 06Feb 05Feb 02 Feb 09Feb 07Feb 03 Feb 08 Feb 10

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. Comparing timelines extracted from different topics: (a) timeline
extracted from topic B, which mainly describes protest events happen-
ing in Egypt; (b) timeline extracted from topic C, which focuses on the
Obama’s government’s actions on events in Egypt.

these major split/merge patterns. Among all the remaining topics (see
Fig. 14), we find one topic related to “budget/spending” (marked as A
in Fig. 14), two topics related to “protest in Egypt” (marked as B and C
in Fig. 14), and two topics related to “republican/campaign” (marked
as D and E in Fig. 14). To understand what causes those topics to split,
we explore the content close to the splitting/merging points.

At the first time stamp, we find that the dominant cluster a
(Fig. 15) is very general, and contains various content, such as “bud-
get/spending” (topic A) and “protest in Egypt”(topic B). The variety
of topics in cluster a is due to the limitation of our data mining model.
Without sufficient data samples, unrelated topics could mix together
and lead to clusters making no sense. As the data is accumulated,
cluster a finally splits into two completely separate topics, A and B.

Topics B and C are both related to “protest in Egypt”. However, we
still discover a subtle difference between them by reading the time-
lines extracted from them (see Fig. 16). In the figure, we can see
that the news articles in topic B mainly describe the events happen-
ing in Egypt during the protest, while the articles in topic C mainly
discuss the Obama government’s actions on the events. To find more
details about the splitting, we select the critical event b (see Fig. 14),
and navigate through news article titles related to it. One of them is
“U.S. Officials Keep Close Eye on Egyptian Upheaval”, which indi-
cates that the situation became worse, so that topic C grows bigger
inside topic B and finally separates from it. In addition, we turn on
the keyword threads around the critical event b (see Fig. 14). Among
those threads, we find that several keywords (e.g., “states” and “white
house”) that previously exist in topic B directly disappear and go into
topic C (see Fig. 14). This pattern also proves that the focus splits be-
tween topics B and C. When the keyword “states” flows into topic C,
we also find it has several correlations with several interesting words,
such as “Iraq”, “Iran”, “Yemen”, and “democracy”. In particular, we
find “democracy” co-occurs with “states” most of the time, and “Iran”
co-occurs with “states” on and off (see Fig. 14). On the other hand, all
the threads remaining in topic B are related to the events that happened
in Egypt, such as “military”, “tahrir”, and “violence”. In particular, we
find “tahrir” is a new keyword that appears around February 1 and co-
occurs with “mubarak” ever since (see Fig. 14). By looking into the
documents related to both words, we find that “tahrir square” is the
major location protesters rally to ask “mubarak” to step down.

Topics D and E both contain political party events that are highly
related to republicans and cover various contents, such as “education”,
“job”, and “finance”. By comparing word clouds generated from both
topics, we find that keyword “reagan” in topic E is much larger than
the one in topic D (see Fig. 17). We click this word to see its dis-
tributions in the topic flows (see Fig. 14), and find out that “reagan”
appears right before the splitting point and it is split into both topics.
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Fig. 17. Comparing word clouds extracted from different topics: (a) word
cloud extracted from topic D; (b) word cloud extracted from topic E.

By exploring the origin of “reagan”, we find out there are several doc-
uments talking about the upcoming events for celebrating the 100th
birthday of “Ronald Reagan”. Therefore, topic E, which is directly
derived from topic D, should mainly focus on the celebration. In topic
E, we find several interesting keywords highly correlated to “reagan”,
such as “tax”, “job”, and “optimism”, which may indicate several as-
pects of the former president that those news articles describe. Based
on these keywords, we find people generally give positive comments
to him and consider him as a capable leader. Fig. 14 shows that people
discuss the Reagan revolution first and leadership later.

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented TextFlow, a visual topic analysis sys-
tem to help users explore and understand topic evolutions. Compared
with previous solutions, our system is unique in two ways. First, it
allows users to reason about various topic evolution patterns at differ-
ent granularities. Second, it enables seamless communication between
topic mining and interactive visualization, supporting an iterative “re-
fine and analyze” analysis cycle. Through two case studies, we have
demonstrated the usability of our techniques in facilitating users to vi-
sually analyze the topic evolution patterns in a document collection.

Our design also has some limitations. First of all, meaningful
threads are not easy to choose. If we provide too few keywords, the
user may have little to go on. On the other hand, if we provide too
many keywords, the visualization is cluttered and hardly anything can
be inferred from it. As a consequence, users have to explore thor-
oughly to find a few keywords that best describe the content evolutions
within topics. To assist users with this, we design several exploratory
interactions. In addition, we provide two complementary views: time-
line view and tag cloud view. The timeline view, which shows mean-
ingful snippets, can provide a more informative overview of content
over time, while the tag cloud view can provide possible candidates
for users to select threads. By interacting with them, users may gain
more and more insight into the dataset, and find the appropriate threads
that reveal underneath patterns. Second, it is not easy to perform com-
parison task in our current system. For example, to compare content
between different topics, users have to select them back and forth to
see the changes in the timeline view and tag cloud view. To help users
with this task, one straightforward way is to show the contents (i.e.,
timeline and tag cloud) of selected topics in separated windows, so
that the side-by-side comparison is possible.

In the future, we are interested in dealing with the scaling problem
to enable TextFlow to cope with billions of documents both from the
mining side and visualization side. We would also like to study how
to visually compare different topics effectively. In addition, we plan to
use various application specific features to extract more accurate topic
merging and splitting patterns.
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